Ruby Cookbook Leonard Richardson
Yeah, reviewing a book Ruby Cookbook Leonard Richardson could amass your near contacts
listings. This is just one of the solutions for you to be successful. As understood, realization does not
recommend that you have fantastic points.
Comprehending as with ease as arrangement even more than new will offer each success. next to,
the revelation as without difficulty as insight of this Ruby Cookbook Leonard Richardson can be
taken as skillfully as picked to act.

Pro Active Record - Chad Pytel 2007-11-15
Pro ActiveRecord for Ruby helps you take
advantage of the full power of your database
engine from within your Ruby programs and
Rails applications. It walks you through every
step from the basics of getting and installing the
ActiveRecord library to working with legacy
schema to using features specific to each of
today's most popular database engines,
including Oracle, MS SQL, and MySQL. You'll
come to a deep understanding of ActiveRecord
that will enable you to truly exploit all that Ruby,
Rails, and your chosen database platform have
to offer.
MySQL Cookbook - Paul DuBois 2007
Describes the features and functions of MySQL
5.0 along with short code pieces and
programming examples.
GodPretty in the Tobacco Field - Kim Michele
Richardson 2016-05-01
A rural Kentucky teenager comes of age in the
summer of 1969 in this novel by the New York
Times–bestselling author of The Book Woman of
Troublesome Creek. Nameless, Kentucky, in
1969 is a hardscrabble community where jobs
are few and poverty is a simple fact—just like
the hot Appalachian breeze or the pests that can
destroy a tobacco field. RubyLyn Bishop is
luckier than some. Her God-fearing uncle,
Gunnar, has a short fuse and high expectations,
but he’s given her a good home ever since she
was orphaned at the age of five. Yet now a
month shy of her sixteenth birthday, RubyLyn
itches for more. Maybe it’s something to do with
the paper fortunetellers RubyLyn has been
making for townsfolk, each covered with
beautifully wrought, prophetic drawings. Or
perhaps it’s because of Rainey Ford, her black
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neighbor who works alongside her in the
tobacco field and with whom she has a
kinship—despite the disapproval of others.
RubyLyn’s predictions are just wishful thinking,
not magic at all, but through them she’s
imagining life as it could be, away from the
prejudice and hardship that ripple through
Nameless… “A voice rich and authentic, steeped
in the somber beauty that defines life in the
South.”—David Joy, author of When These
Mountains Burn “Richardson’s brilliant writing
made me feel as though I were transported back
in time…and actually there witnessing this
poignant heartfelt story.”—Charles Belfoure,
New York Times–bestselling author of The Fallen
Architect “A reader always recognizes when the
author has poured her soul into a body of work.
[This] is a tender, beautifully written second
novel.”—Ann Hite, author of the Black Mountain
series
RESTful Web APIs - Leonard Richardson
2013-09-12
The popularity of REST in recent years has led to
tremendous growth in almost-RESTful APIs that
don’t include many of the architecture’s
benefits. With this practical guide, you’ll learn
what it takes to design usable REST APIs that
evolve over time. By focusing on solutions that
cross a variety of domains, this book shows you
how to create powerful and secure applications,
using the tools designed for the world’s most
successful distributed computing system: the
World Wide Web. You’ll explore the concepts
behind REST, learn different strategies for
creating hypermedia-based APIs, and then put
everything together with a step-by-step guide to
designing a RESTful Web API. Examine API
design strategies, including the collection
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pattern and pure hypermedia Understand how
hypermedia ties representations together into a
coherent API Discover how XMDP and ALPS
profile formats can help you meet the Web API
"semantic challenge" Learn close to two-dozen
standardized hypermedia data formats Apply
best practices for using HTTP in API
implementations Create Web APIs with the
JSON-LD standard and other the Linked Data
approaches Understand the CoAP protocol for
using REST in embedded systems
Programming Amazon Web Services - James
Murty 2008-03-25
Building on the success of its storefront and
fulfillment services, Amazon now allows
businesses to "rent" computing power, data
storage and bandwidth on its vast network
platform. This book demonstrates how
developers working with small- to mid-sized
companies can take advantage of Amazon Web
Services (AWS) such as the Simple Storage
Service (S3), Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2),
Simple Queue Service (SQS), Flexible Payments
Service (FPS), and SimpleDB to build web-scale
business applications. With AWS, Amazon offers
a new paradigm for IT infrastructure: use what
you need, as you need it, and pay as you go.
Programming Amazon Web Services explains
how you can access Amazon's open APIs to store
and run applications, rather than spend precious
time and resources building your own. With this
book, you'll learn all the technical details you
need to: Store and retrieve any amount of data
using application servers, unlimited data
storage, and bandwidth with the Amazon S3
service Buy computing time using Amazon EC2's
interface to requisition machines, load them with
an application environment, manage access
permissions, and run your image using as many
or few systems as needed Use Amazon's webscale messaging infrastructure to store
messages as they travel between computers with
Amazon SQS Leverage the Amazon FPS service
to structure payment instructions and allow the
movement of money between any two entities,
humans or computers Create and store multiple
data sets, query your data easily, and return the
results using Amazon SimpleDB. Scale up or
down at a moment's notice, using these services
to employ as much time and space as you need
Whether you're starting a new online business,
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need to ramp up existing services, or require an
offsite backup for your home, Programming
Amazon Web Services gives you the background
and the practical knowledge you need to start
using AWS. Other books explain how to build
web services. This book teaches businesses how
to take make use of existing services from an
established technology leader.
RESTful Web APIs - Leonard Richardson 2013
The popularity of REST in recent years has led to
tremendous growth in almost-RESTful APIs that
don’t include many of the architecture’s
benefits. With this practical guide, you’ll learn
what it takes to design usable REST APIs that
evolve over time. By focusing on solutions that
cross a variety of domains, this book shows you
how to create powerful and secure applications,
using the tools designed for the world’s most
successful distributed computing system: the
World Wide Web. You’ll explore the concepts
behind REST, learn different strategies for
creating hypermedia-based APIs, and then put
everything together with a step-by-step guide to
designing a RESTful Web API. Examine API
design strategies, including the collection
pattern and pure hypermedia Understand how
hypermedia ties representations together into a
coherent API Discover how XMDP and ALPS
profile formats can help you meet the Web API
"semantic challenge" Learn close to two-dozen
standardized hypermedia data formats Apply
best practices for using HTTP in API
implementations Create Web APIs with the
JSON-LD standard and other the Linked Data
approaches Understand the CoAP protocol for
using REST in embedded systems
Customizing Chef - Jon Cowie 2014-08-28
Take advantage of Chef’s highly customizable
design to tackle specific automation issues that
you can’t solve by simply using Chef’s tools,
resources, and services out of the box. With this
practical guide, you’ll examine the internal
structure of this configuration management
technology and learn where, how, and why to
add custom code. Author Jon Cowie not only
provides code snippets and practical advice for
customizing Chef, but also helps you determine
case by case whether it’s in your best interests
to customize at all. If you have intermediate-toadvanced Chef experience, this book is
indispensable. Explore Chef’s typical setups and
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why you’d want to customize them Learn the
Ruby concepts needed to write customizations
Customize the Chef run process and explore
Chef’s internal classes Gain more insight into
your Chef runs through handlers and Chef’s
event stream Level up your Chef recipes by
writing your own resources and providers Create
and extend plugins for Knife—Chef’s commandline tool Interact with the Chef API to write
scripts and reports Learn how to contribute
customizations to the Chef community
Ruby Cookbook - Lucas Carlson 2015-03-24
Why spend time on coding problems that others
have already solved when you could be making
real progress on your Ruby project? This
updated cookbook provides more than 350
recipes for solving common problems, on topics
ranging from basic data structures, classes, and
objects, to web development, distributed
programming, and multithreading. Revised for
Ruby 2.1, each recipe includes a discussion on
why and how the solution works. You’ll find
recipes suitable for all skill levels, from Ruby
newbies to experts who need an occasional
reference. With Ruby Cookbook, you’ll not only
save time, but keep your brain percolating with
new ideas as well. Recipes cover: Data
structures including strings, numbers, date and
time, arrays, hashes, files and directories Using
Ruby’s code blocks, also known as closures OOP
features such as classes, methods, objects, and
modules XML and HTML, databases and
persistence, and graphics and other formats
Web development with Rails and Sinatra
Internet services, web services, and distributed
programming Software testing, debugging,
packaging, and distributing Multitasking,
multithreading, and extending Ruby with other
languages
Blue - Joyce Moyer Hostetter 2014-10-07
With her father away at war to fight Hitler, a
young girl gains strength by joining her
community in battling polio in this Parents'
Choice Silver Honor Book based on the 1944
epidemic and the "Miracle of Hickory" Hospital
in Hickory, North Carolina. Ann Fay Honeycutt
accepts the role of "man of the house" when her
father leaves because she wants to do her part
for the war. She's doing well with the extra
responsibilities when a frightening polio
epidemic strikes, crippling many local children.
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Her town of Hickory responds by creating an
emergency hospital in three days. Ann Fay reads
each issue of the newspaper for the latest news
of the epidemic. But soon she discovers for
herself just how devastating polio can be. As her
challenges grow, so does her resourcefulness. In
the face of tragedy, Ann Fay discovers her ability
to move forward. She experiences the healing
qualities of friendship and explores the depths of
her own faithfulness to those she loves—even to
one she never expected to love at all.
Hands-On RESTful API Design Patterns and Best
Practices - Harihara Subramanian 2019-01-31
REST architecture (style) is a pivot of distributed
systems, simplify data integration amongst
modern and legacy applications leverages
through the RESTful paradigm. This book is fully
loaded with many RESTful API patterns,
samples, hands-on implementations and also
discuss the capabilities of many REST API
frameworks for Java, Scala, Python and Go
Kubernetes Cookbook - Sébastien Goasguen
2018-02-14
If your organization is preparing to move toward
a cloud-native computing architecture, this
cookbook shows you how to successfully use
Kubernetes, the de-facto standard for
automating the deployment, scaling, and
management of containerized applications. With
more than 80 proven recipes, developers, system
administrators, and architects will quickly learn
how to get started with Kubernetes and
understand its powerful API. Through the course
of the book, authors Sébastien Goasguen and
Michael Hausenblas provide several detailed
solutions for installing, interacting with, and
using Kubernetes in development and
production. You'll learn how to adapt the system
to your particular needs and become familiar
with the wider Kubernetes ecosystem. Each
standalone chapter features recipes written in
O'Reilly's popular problem-solution-discussion
format. Recipes in this cookbook focus on:
Creating a Kubernetes cluster Using the
Kubernetes command-line interface Managing
fundamental workload types Working with
services Exploring the Kubernetes API Managing
stateful and non-cloud native apps Working with
volumes and configuration data Cluster-level and
application-level scaling Securing your
applications Monitoring and logging
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Maintenance and troubleshooting.
Dash (Dogs of World War II) - Kirby Larson
2014-08-26
New from Newbery Honor author Kirby Larson,
the moving story of a Japanese-American girl
who is separated from her dog upon being sent
to an incarceration camp during WWII. Although
Mitsi Kashino and her family are swept up in the
wave of anti-Japanese sentiment following the
attack on Pearl Harbor, Mitsi never expects to
lose her home -- or her beloved dog, Dash. But,
as World War II rages and people of Japanese
descent are forced into incarceration camps,
Mitsi is separated from Dash, her classmates,
and life as she knows it. The camp is a crowded
and unfamiliar place, whose dusty floors,
seemingly endless lines, and barbed wire fences
begin to unravel the strong Kashino family ties.
With the help of a friendly neighbor back home,
Mitsi remains connected to Dash in spite of the
hard times, holding on to the hope that the war
will end soon and life will return to normal.
Though they've lost their home, will the Kashino
family also lose their sense of family? And will
Mitsi and Dash ever be reunited? *"This
emotionally satisfying and thought-provoking
book will have readers pulling for Mitsi and
Dash." -KIRKUS REVIEWS, starred review
Rails Cookbook - Rob Orsini 2007-01-16
Rails Cookbook is packed with the solutions you
need to be a proficient developer with Rails, the
leading framework for building the new
generation of Web 2.0 applications. Recipes
range from the basics, like installing Rails and
setting up your development environment, to the
latest techniques, such as developing RESTful
web services. With applications that are code
light, feature-full and built to scale quickly, Rails
has revolutionized web development. The Rails
Cookbook addresses scores of real-world
challenges; each one includes a tested solution,
plus a discussion of how and why it works, so
that you can adapt the techniques to similar
situations. Topics include: Modeling data with
the ActiveRecord library Setting up views with
ActionView and RHTML templates Building your
application's logic into ActionController Testing
and debugging your Rails application Building
responsive web applications using JavaScript
and Ajax Ensuring that your application is
security and performs well Deploying your
ruby-cookbook-leonard-richardson

application with Mongrel and Apache Using
Capistrano to automate deployment Using the
many Rails plugins Working with graphics
Whether you're new to Rails or an experienced
developer, you'll discover ways to test, debug
and secure your applications, incorporate Ajax,
use caching to improve performance, and put
your application into production. Want to get
ahead of the Web 2.0 curve? This valuable
cookbook will save you hundreds of hours when
developing applications with Rails.
JSON at Work - Tom Marrs 2017-06-19
JSON is becoming the backbone for meaningful
data interchange over the internet. This format
is now supported by an entire ecosystem of
standards, tools, and technologies for building
truly elegant, useful, and efficient applications.
With this hands-on guide, author and architect
Tom Marrs shows you how to build enterpriseclass applications and services by leveraging
JSON tooling and message/document design.
JSON at Work provides application architects
and developers with guidelines, best practices,
and use cases, along with lots of real-world
examples and code samples. You’ll start with a
comprehensive JSON overview, explore the
JSON ecosystem, and then dive into JSON’s use
in the enterprise. Get acquainted with JSON
basics and learn how to model JSON data Learn
how to use JSON with Node.js, Ruby on Rails,
and Java Structure JSON documents with JSON
Schema to design and test APIs Search the
contents of JSON documents with JSON Search
tools Convert JSON documents to other data
formats with JSON Transform tools Compare
JSON-based hypermedia formats, including HAL
and jsonapi Leverage MongoDB to store and
access JSON documents Use Apache Kafka to
exchange JSON-based messages between
services
RESTful Web Services Cookbook - Subbu
Allamaraju 2010-02-22
While the REST design philosophy has captured
the imagination of web and enterprise
developers alike, using this approach to develop
real web services is no picnic. This cookbook
includes more than 100 recipes to help you take
advantage of REST, HTTP, and the
infrastructure of the Web. You'll learn ways to
design RESTful web services for client and
server applications that meet performance,
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scalability, reliability, and security goals, no
matter what programming language and
development framework you use. Each recipe
includes one or two problem statements, with
easy-to-follow, step-by-step instructions for
solving them, as well as examples using HTTP
requests and responses, and XML, JSON, and
Atom snippets. You'll also get implementation
guidelines, and a discussion of the pros, cons,
and trade-offs that come with each solution.
Learn how to design resources to meet various
application scenarios Successfully design
representations and URIs Implement the
hypertext constraint using links and link headers
Understand when and how to use Atom and
AtomPub Know what and what not to do to
support caching Learn how to implement
concurrency control Deal with advanced use
cases involving copying, merging, transactions,
batch processing, and partial updates Secure
web services and support OAuth
Books by Horseback - Emma Carlson Berne
2021-05-04
"Capturing one librarian's breathtaking fictional
journey is a riveting way to showcase and honor
the risky work of these real librarians, and the
text communicates a deep reverence for their
mission-and their tremendous fortitude.
Illustrations depict a pale, red-haired librarian,
nearly always smiling despite the obstacles that
nature puts in her path. Light and shadow are
used effectively to convey Mother Earth's
shifting moods... Educational and inspiring." Kirkus Reviews Books By Horseback is a
breathtaking adventure of a heroic Pack Horse
Librarian who braves the harsh terrain of rural
Kentucky to bring books to children who need
them. Deep into Appalachia, during the Great
Depression food, education, and opportunities
were scarce. Kentucky had fallen behind its
neighboring states in electricity and highways,
and the folks who lived in the craggy,
mountainous region were struggling to survive.
But courageous librarians were up to the
challenge! Edith, a young Pack Horse Librarian,
and her faithful horse Dan, adventure through
rough terrain and a pending storm in order to
deliver books to kids who desperately need them
in this richly illustrated tale. Edith, like all Pack
Horse Librarians, heroically risked their own
safety to serve the most vulnerable members of
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their community. Librarians like Edith helped an
entire generation learn to read and gain
lifesaving knowledge in a critical time in history.
Asian Pulp - Leonard Chang 2015-07-02
Following in the tradition of the best selling
Black Pulp, from Today's Best Authors and up
and coming writers comes Asian Pulp from Pro
Se Productions! A collection of stories featuring
characters of Asian origin or descent in stories
that run the gamut of genre fiction! Asian Pulp
includes works from Don Lee, Naomi Hirahara,
Kimberly Richardson, Percival Constantine,
William F. Wu, Gary Phillips, Calvin McMillin,
Mark Finn, Dale Furutani, Steph Cha, Henry
Chang, Sean Taylor, Gigi Pandian, Louise
Herring-Jones, Alan J. Porter, and David C.
Smith. The anthology opens with an introduction
from Leonard Chang, novelist and writer and coproducer of the TV crime drama Justified.
Mysteries, westerns, stories of crime and noir,
and more, all with Asian characters in the lead!
Between these covers are 17 tales of action,
adventure, and thrills featuring heroes and
heroines of a different shade that will appeal to
audiences everywhere! Asian Pulp! From Pro Se
Productions!
Unconventional Warfare (Special Forces,
Book 1) - Chris Lynch 2018-11-27
Discover the secret missions behind America's
greatest conflicts. Danny Manion has been
fighting his entire life. Sometimes with his fists.
Sometimes with his words. But when his actions
finally land him in real trouble, he can't fight the
judge who offers him a choice: jail... or the army.
Turns out there's a perfect place for him in the
US military: the Studies and Observation Group
(SOG), an elite volunteer-only task force
comprised of US Air Force Commandos, Army
Green Berets, Navy SEALS, and even a CIA
agent or two. With the SOG's focus on covert
action and psychological warfare, Danny is
guaranteed an unusual tour of duty, and a
hugely dangerous one. Fortunately, the very
same qualities that got him in trouble at home
make him a natural-born commando in a secret
war. Even if almost nobody knows he's there.
National Book Award finalist Chris Lynch begins
a new, explosive fiction series based on the reallife, top-secret history of US black ops.
Ruby 錦囊妙技 -
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Ufo from Venus I Came - Omnec Onec 1986
Minesweeper (Special Forces, Book 2) - Chris
Lynch 2019-12-03
"All the sizzle, chaos, noise and scariness of war
is clay in the hands of ace storyteller Lynch." -Kirkus Reviews for the World War II series
Discover the secret missions behind America's
greatest conflicts.Fergus Frew thought he knew
what to expect when he signed up with the
Navy's demolitions team. But as the Korean War
rages on, Fergus and his fellow divers -- AKA
"frogmen" -- are tasked with more than just
scouting mudflats. Soon they're planting mines.
And sabotaging tunnels, bridges... and even
fishing nets. Strangest of all, it falls to Fergus to
transport a spy into the country -- and that
means traveling far from Navy-controlled
waters.But frogmen are amphibious. And Fergus
may not realize it, but he's in a position to
change the way the whole world thinks about
combat.National Book Award finalist Chris
Lynch continues his explosive fiction series
based on the real-life, top-secret history of US
black ops and today's heroic Navy SEALs.
RESTful Web Services - Leonard Richardson
2008-12-17
"Every developer working with the Web needs to
read this book." -- David Heinemeier Hansson,
creator of the Rails framework "RESTful Web
Services finally provides a practical roadmap for
constructing services that embrace the Web,
instead of trying to route around it." -- Adam
Trachtenberg, PHP author and EBay Web
Services Evangelist You've built web sites that
can be used by humans. But can you also build
web sites that are usable by machines? That's
where the future lies, and that's what RESTful
Web Services shows you how to do. The World
Wide Web is the most popular distributed
application in history, and Web services and
mashups have turned it into a powerful
distributed computing platform. But today's web
service technologies have lost sight of the
simplicity that made the Web successful. They
don't work like the Web, and they're missing out
on its advantages. This book puts the "Web"
back into web services. It shows how you can
connect to the programmable web with the
technologies you already use every day. The key
is REST, the architectural style that drives the
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Web. This book: Emphasizes the power of basic
Web technologies -- the HTTP application
protocol, the URI naming standard, and the XML
markup language Introduces the ResourceOriented Architecture (ROA), a common-sense
set of rules for designing RESTful web services
Shows how a RESTful design is simpler, more
versatile, and more scalable than a design based
on Remote Procedure Calls (RPC) Includes realworld examples of RESTful web services, like
Amazon's Simple Storage Service and the Atom
Publishing Protocol Discusses web service
clients for popular programming languages
Shows how to implement RESTful services in
three popular frameworks -- Ruby on Rails,
Restlet (for Java), and Django (for Python)
Focuses on practical issues: how to design and
implement RESTful web services and clients
This is the first book that applies the REST
design philosophy to real web services. It sets
down the best practices you need to make your
design a success, and the techniques you need to
turn your design into working code. You can
harness the power of the Web for programmable
applications: you just have to work with the Web
instead of against it. This book shows you how.
Beginning Python - Peter C. Norton
2005-07-08
This tutorial offers readers a thorough
introduction to programming in Python 2.4, the
portable, interpreted, object-oriented
programming language that combines power
with clear syntax Beginning programmers will
quickly learn to develop robust, reliable, and
reusable Python applications for Web
development, scientific applications, and system
tasks for users or administrators Discusses the
basics of installing Python as well as the new
features of Python release 2.4, which make it
easier for users to create scientific and Web
applications Features examples of various
operating systems throughout the book,
including Linux, Mac OS X/BSD, and Windows
XP
Detecting the South in Fiction, Film, and
Television - Deborah E. Barker 2019-10-23
Detecting the South in Fiction, Film, &
Television, edited by Deborah E. Barker and
Theresa Starkey, examines the often-overlooked
and undervalued impact of the U.S. South on the
origins and development of the detective genre
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and film noir. This wide-ranging collection
engages with ongoing discussions about genre,
gender, social justice, critical race theory,
popular culture, cinema, and mass media.
Focusing on the South, these essays uncover
three frequently interrelated themes: the
acknowledgment of race as it relates to slavery,
segregation, and discrimination; the role of land
as a source of income, an ecologically
threatened space, or a place of seclusion; and
the continued presence of the southern gothic in
recurring elements such as dilapidated
plantation houses, swamps, family secrets, and
the occult. Twenty-two critical essays probe how
southern detective narratives intersect with
popular genre forms such as neo-noir, hardboiled fiction, the dark thriller, suburban noir,
amateur sleuths, journalist detectives, and
television police procedurals. Alongside essays
by scholars, Detecting the South in Fiction, Film,
and Television presents pieces by authors of
detective and crime fiction, including Megan
Abbott and Ace Atkins, who address the extent
to which the South and its artistic traditions
influenced their own works. By considering the
diversity of authors and characters associated
with the genre, this accessible collection
provides an overdue examination of the
historical, political, and aesthetic contexts out of
which the southern detective narrative emerged
and continues to evolve.
Burn My Heart - Beverley Naidoo 2007-07-05
The Mau Mau - the name of a secret society that
once struck terror into the hearts of British
settlers in Kenya. An episode in history that
ended in a State of Emergency, with violent and
brutal acts dividing a nation. This is an intensely
personal and vivid story of two boys: one black,
one white. Once they were friends even though
their circumstances are very different. But in a
country driven by fear and prejudice, even the
best of friends can betray one another . . .
Internationally acclaimed and award-winning
author Beverley Naidoo explores new territory in
this beautifully realized and moving story set in
Britain's colonial past.
Miss Graham's Cold War Cookbook - Celia Rees
2020-07-07
"A perfect summer read; gripping, original, welldrawn and compassionate"--Joanne Harris "Celia
Rees is a superb writer, and this novel has one of
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the most irresistible and unique story hooks I've
ever come across. This book deserves to be
huge!"--Sophie Hannah A striking historical
novel about an ordinary young British woman
sent to uncover a network of spies and war
criminals in post-war Germany that will appeal
to fans of The Huntress and Transcription. World
War II has just ended, and Britain has
established the Control Commission for
Germany, which oversees their zone of
occupation. The Control Commission hires
British civilians to work in Germany, rebuild the
shattered nation and prosecute war crimes.
Somewhat aimless, bored with her job as a
provincial schoolteacher, and unwilling to live
with her overbearing mother any longer,
thirtysomething Edith Graham applies for a job
with the Commission—but she is also recruited
by her cousin, Leo, who is in the Secret Service.
To them, Edith is perfect spy material...single,
ordinary-looking, with a college degree in
German. Cousin Leo went to Oxford with one of
their most hunted war criminals, Count Kurt von
Stavenow, who Edith remembers all too well
from before the war. He wants her to find him.
Intrigued by the challenge, Edith heads to
Germany armed with a convincing cover story:
she's an unassuming Education Officer sent to
help resurrect German schools. To send
information back to her Secret Service handlers
in London, Edith has crafted the perfect alter
ego, cookbook author Stella Snelling, who writes
a popular magazine cookery column. She
embeds crucial intelligence within the recipes
she collects. But occupied Germany is awash
with other spies, collaborators, and opportunists,
and as she's pulled into their world, Edith soon
discovers that no one is what they seem to be.
The closer she gets to uncovering von
Stavenow's whereabouts--and the network of
German civilians who still support him--the
greater the danger. With a unique, compelling
premise, Miss Graham's Cold War Cookbook is a
beautifully crafted and gripping novel about
daring, betrayal, and female friendship.
Getting to Know Ruby - Heather Moore Niver
2014-07-15
Computer programming can be intimidating for
anyone, particularly a beginner. Making that
task a bit easier is Ruby, an open-source
programming language that is becoming
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increasingly popular among middle school and
high school students. Readers are introduced to
the many facets of Ruby, including the
language's history, the basics of operation, and
implementation of the system's application
framework, Ruby on Rails. Discussions of less
than optimal aspects of the system and user
concerns ensure that the coverage is wellrounded. The accessible text is as easy to
understand as Ruby itself. Get to know Ruby!
Ruby Pocket Reference - Michael Fitzgerald
2007-07-18
Although Ruby is an easy language to learn, in
the heat of action you may find that you can't
remember the correct syntax for a conditional or
the name of a method. This handy pocket
reference offers brief yet clear explanations of
Ruby's core components, from operators to
reserved words to data structures to method
syntax, highlighting those key features that
you'll likely use every day when coding Ruby.
Whether you've come to Ruby because of the
Rails web development framework --Ruby's killer
app -- or simply because it's a relatively clean,
powerful and expressive language that's useful
for a lot of applications, the Ruby Pocket
Reference is organized to help you find what you
need quickly. This book not only will get you up
to speed on how Ruby works, it provides you
with a handy reference you can use anywhere,
anytime. In this book, you find essential
information on: Reserved words, operators,
comments, numbers, variables, ranges, and
symbols Predefined variables andglobal
constants Conditional statements, method use,
classes, and modules (mixins) Lists of methods
from the Object, String, Array, and Hash classes
and the Kernel module sprintf andtime
formatting directories Interactive Ruby (irb) and
the Ruby debugger Ruby documentation You
also get information on the RubyGems package
utility and Rake, a build tool similar to make.. If
you're using Ruby daily and just want the factsfast-Ruby Pocket Reference is your book.
Metasploit Penetration Testing Cookbook Monika Agarwal 2013-10-25
This book follows a Cookbook style with recipes
explaining the steps for penetration testing with
WLAN, VOIP, and even cloud computing. There
is plenty of code and commands used to make
your learning curve easy and quick.This book
ruby-cookbook-leonard-richardson

targets both professional penetration testers as
well as new users of Metasploit, who wish to
gain expertise over the framework and learn an
additional skill of penetration testing, not limited
to a particular OS. The book requires basic
knowledge of scanning, exploitation, and the
Ruby language.
Ruby Red - Linzi Glass 2008-03-06
In Ruby Winters' world, colour opens some doors
and slams others shut. Her opulent
Johannesburg neighbourhood is a far cry from
the streets of Soweto where anger and hatred
simmer under the surface. Ruby can�t resist the
blue-eyed Afrikaans boy who brings her the
exciting rush of first love, but whose presence
brings hushed whispers and disapproving
glances. She might not see race, colour or creed
� but it seems everybody else does . . . This
dazzling novel will entrance teenage and adult
readers alike.
REST API Design Rulebook - Mark Masse
2011-10-25
The basic rules of REST APIs - "many nouns, few
verbs, stick with HTTP" - seem easy, but that
simplicity and power require discipline to work
smoothly. This brief guide provides next steps
for implementing complex projects on simple
and extensible foundations.
Building Hypermedia APIs with HTML5 and
Node - Michael Amundsen 2011-11-30
With this concise book, you’ll learn the art of
building hypermedia APIs that don’t simply run
on the Web, but that actually exist in the Web.
You’ll start with the general principles and
technologies behind this architectural approach,
and then dive hands-on into three fullyfunctional API examples. Too many APIs rely on
concepts rooted in desktop and local area
network patterns that don’t scale well—costly
solutions that are difficult to maintain over time.
This book shows system architects and web
developers how to design and implement humanand machine-readable web services that remain
stable and flexible as they scale. Learn the HFactors for representing application metadata
across all media types and formats Understand
the four basic design elements for authoring
hypermedia types Convert a simple read-only
XML-based media type into a successful API
design Examine the challenges and advantages
of designing a hypermedia type with JSON Use
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HTML5’s rich set of hypermedia controls in the
API design process Learn the details of
documenting, publishing, and registering media
type designs and link-relation types
Constellation Games - Leonard Richardson
2012-04
First contact isn't all fun and games. Ariel Blum
is pushing thirty and doesn't have much to show
for it. His computer programming skills are
producing nothing but pony-themed video games
for little girls. His love life is a slow-motion train
wreck, and whenever he tries to make
something of his life, he finds himself back on
the couch, replaying the games of his youth.
Then the aliens show up. Out of the sky comes
the Constellation: a swarm of anarchist
anthropologists, exploring our seas, cataloguing
our plants, editing our wikis, and eating our
Twinkies. No one knows how to respond--except
for nerds like Ariel who've been reading, roleplaying and wargaming first-contact scenarios
their entire lives. Ariel sees the aliens'
computers, and he knows that wherever there
are computers, there are video games. Ariel just
wants to start a business translating alien games
so they can be played on human computers. But
a simple cultural exchange turns up ancient
secrets, government conspiracies, and
unconventional anthropology techniques that
threaten humanity as we know it. If Ariel wants
his species to have a future, he's going to have
to take the step that nothing on Earth could
make him take. He'll have to grow up.
Ruby Best Practices - Gregory T Brown
2009-06-11
How do you write truly elegant code with Ruby?
Ruby Best Practices is for programmers who
want to use Ruby as experienced Rubyists do.
Written by the developer of the Ruby project
Prawn, this concise book explains how to design
beautiful APIs and domain-specific languages
with Ruby, as well as how to work with
functional programming ideas and techniques
that can simplify your code and make you more
productive. You'll learn how to write code that's
readable, expressive, and much more. Ruby Best
Practices will help you: Understand the secret
powers unlocked by Ruby's code blocks Learn
how to bend Ruby code without breaking it, such
as mixing in modules on the fly Discover the ins
and outs of testing and debugging, and how to
ruby-cookbook-leonard-richardson

design for testability Learn to write faster code
by keeping things simple Develop strategies for
text processing and file management, including
regular expressions Understand how and why
things can go wrong Reduce cultural barriers by
leveraging Ruby's multilingual capabilities This
book also offers you comprehensive chapters on
driving code through tests, designing APIs, and
project maintenance. Learn how to make the
most of this rich, beautiful language with Ruby
Best Practices.
Cane River - Lalita Tademy 2001-04-17
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER OPRAH'S
BOOK CLUB PICK The unique and deeply
moving saga of four generations of AfricanAmerican women whose journey from slavery to
freedom begins on a Creole plantation in
Louisiana. Beginning with her great-great-greatgreat grandmother, a slave owned by a Creole
family, Lalita Tademy chronicles four
generations of strong, determined black women
as they battle injustice to unite their family and
forge success on their own terms. They are
women whose lives begin in slavery, who
weather the Civil War, and who grapple with
contradictions of emancipation, Jim Crow, and
the pre-Civil Rights South. As she peels back
layers of racial and cultural attitudes, Tademy
paints a remarkable picture of rural Louisiana
and the resilient spirit of one unforgettable
family. There is Elisabeth, who bears both a
proud legacy and the yoke of bondage... her
youngest daughter, Suzette, who is the first to
discover the promise-and heartbreak-of
freedom... Suzette's strong-willed daughter
Philomene, who uses a determination born of
tragedy to reunite her family and gain unheardof economic independence... and Emily,
Philomene's spirited daughter, who fights to
secure her children's just due and preserve their
dignity and future. Meticulously researched and
beautifully written, Cane River presents a slice
of American history never before seen in such
piercing and personal detail.
Situation Normal - Leonard Richardson
2020-12-14
RESTful Web Services - Leonard Richardson
2007-05-08
Shows how to use the REST architectural style
to create web sites that can be used by
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computers as well as machines, providing basic
rules for using REST and real-life examples of
such Web services.
The Winter Sea - Susanna Kearsley 2010-12-01
A NEW YORK TIMES AND USA TODAY
BESTSELLER! "I've loved every one of
Susanna's books! She has bedrock research and
a butterfly's delicate touch with
characters—sure recipe for historical fiction that
sucks you in and won't let go!"—DIANA
GABALDON, #1 New York Times bestselling
author of Outlander A hauntingly beautiful tale
of love that transcends time: an American writer
travels to Scotland to craft a novel about the
Jacobite Rebellion, only to discover her own
ancestral memories of that torrid moment in
Scottish history... In the spring of 1708, an
invading Jacobite fleet of French and Scottish
soldiers nearly succeeded in landing the exiled
James Stewart in Scotland to reclaim his crown.
When young Sophia Paterson travels to Slains
Castle by the sea, she finds herself in the midst
of the dangerous intrigue. Now, Carrie
McClelland hopes to turn that story into her next
bestselling novel. Settling herself in the shadow

ruby-cookbook-leonard-richardson

of that historic Scottish castle, she starts to
write. But when she discovers her novel is more
fact than fiction, Carrie wonders if she might be
the only living person who knows the truth—the
ultimate betrayal—that happened all those years
ago. A sweeping historical fantasy of love,
danger, and time travel, Susanna Kearsley
masterfully weaves Scotland's past into Carrie's
present in this stunning book. Also by Susanna
Kearsley: The Rose Garden Mariana The
Shadowy Horses The Firebird The Splendour
Falls Season of Storms A Desperate Fortune
Named of the Dragon Belleweather
REST in Practice - Jim Webber 2010-09-17
REST continues to gain momentum as the best
method for building Web services, and this
down-to-earth book delivers techniques and
examples that show how to design and
implement integration solutions using the REST
architectural style.
Ruby Cookbook - Lucas Carlson 2006-07-19
Provides information on using the Ruby
programming language, covering such topics as
strings and arrays, XML processing, Ruby on
Rails, databases, and graphics.
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